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Company: System Soft Technologies

Location: india

Category: other-general

System Soft Technologies is a leading technology company that provides innovative

technology solutions and consulting services to enhance innovation, business value, and

competitiveness. For over 20 years, our focus on becoming a trusted partner to each client

has allowed us to become a $140MM+ company with a pool of over 800 associates who

cover the full spectrum of IT expertise. We are distinguished by our ability to anticipate the

unique needs of our clients and deliver a level of quality that far exceeds their

expectations.Why System Soft Technologies? At System Soft Technologies, we are a

family unit powered by diversity, inclusion, transparency, respect, integrity, and passion for

our clients and our people. Our business growth depends on your professional development, as

we collaborate, share ideas and innovation, and invest in our future. By forging a meaningful

partnership with our people, we come together with the same purpose, exceeding our

goals. This keeps us nimble, ahead of the competition, and on top of our industry. Our

continued success begins with you. Job Title: React Native DeveloperDuration: 6+ Months

Contract Location Remote Must-haves 3-5 years developing with React Native in a

professional settingExpert level understanding of HTML DOM and underlying event

modelWorking experience with iOS and Android appsMust have used Firebase (Android) or

Test Flight (iOS) to deploy applications to the app storeExperience with CSS preprocessors

such as SASS or LESSExperience with Git, GitHub, BitbucketExposure to Node, Webpack,

NPM, Gulp, Grunt, Backbone, Bootstrap, BrowserifyCreated REST APIs, the document

request model, and offline storageE-Commerce experience is requiredSystem Soft

Technologies is a proud equal employment opportunity employer. All qualified applicants
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will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, color, religion, gender,

national origin, disability status, sexual orientation, or any other characteristic protected by

law.We are committed to the full inclusion of all qualified individuals. If you are an individual

with a disability or a disabled veteran, you may request a reasonable accommodation if

you are unable or limited in your ability to access job openings or apply for a job on this site

as a result of your disability. You can request reasonable accommodations by contacting us

at talent.acquisition@sstech.us.
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